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Product Sheet 1

FOLIAREX UNDERLAYS
STROTEX BREATHABLE MEMBRANES

IN WARM
AND COLD
VENTILATED ROOFS
Roof underlay FOR
for USE
both
warmNON-VENTILATED
and cold pitched
roofs
This Agrément Certificate Product Sheet relates to
CE certified
quality
product
Strotex Breathable Membranes, three-layer polyolefin
composite
sheet materials
for use as
roof tile underlays
Provides
a barrier
to wind
driven
rain, snow and dust into the roof void
in warm non-ventilated and cold ventilated pitched roof
Excellent
waterproofing
characteristics
systems
.
(1) Hereinafter referred to as ‘Certificate’.
High water
vapour permeability
CERTIFICATION INCLUDES:
Membrane
isrelating
lightweight,
strong
• factors
to compliance with
Building and easy to handle and install
Regulations where applicable
andtohas
annon-regulatory
increased flammability resistance
• factors relating
additional
• UV stabilised
(1)

•
•
•
•
•
•

information where applicable
independently verified technical specification
assessment criteria and technical investigations
design considerations
installation guidance
regular surveillance of production
formal three-yearly review.

KEY FACTORS ASSESSED
Weathertightness — as part of a complete roof, the products will resist the passage of water and
wind-blown snow and dust into the interior of the building (see section 6).
Risk of condensation — the products are low water vapour resistance (Type LR) underlays and can be
used as part of warm non-ventilated and cold ventilated pitched roof systems (see section 7).
Wind loading — when installed on appropriately spaced battens, the products’ physical properties are adequate to
resist the wind loads imposed on the underlay. The products will reduce the wind uplift forces acting on the roof
covering (see section 8).
Strength — the products have adequate strength to resist the loads associated with installation of the roof (see
section 9).
Durability — under the normal conditions found in a roof space, the products will have a service life comparable to
traditional roof tile underlays (see section 12).
The BBA has awarded this Certificate to the company named above for the products described herein. These products
have been assessed by the BBA as being fit for their intended use provided they are installed, used and maintained as
set out in this Certificate.
On behalf of the British Board of Agrement
Date of Second issue: 9 May 2018
Originally Certificated on: 14 April 2016

John Albon – Head of Approvals
Construction Products

Claire Curtis-Thomas
Chief Executive

The BBA is a UKAS accredited certification body – Number 113.
The schedule of the current scope of accreditation for product certification is available in pdf format via the UKAS link on the BBA website at www.bbacerts.co.uk
Readers are advised to check the validity and latest issue number of this Agrément Certificate by either referring to the BBA website or contacting the BBA direct.
Any photographs are for illustrative purposes only, do not constitute advice and should not be relied upon.
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Minimum Overlaps
Roof pitch in 0°

Horizontal
Partially
Supported

Fully
Supported

12.5 < 15
≥15

225mm
150mm

150mm
100mm

Vertical

100mm
100mm

Installation Instructions
Strotex is designed to be installed coloured side up. Tiling battens and where required counter battens, should be fixed to
allow the product to drape between the rafters more than 6mm but not less than 25mm to allow any moisture to run off. The
membrane should be installed horizontally starting at the eaves. Further rows of membrane should be lapped both vertically
and horizontally as below.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure any penetrations such as roof lights, chimneys and service pipes are dressed to a minimum of 100mm to
the up stand and sealed with flashing tape
Valleys and Hips must be covered with a separate 600mm wide strip of membrane
Strotex should be returned up any abutment by 75mm from below a proprietary lead or alternative flashing
Strotex must be lapped over the outer walling by at least 75mm at verges. Where there is a constructed overhang
the product must be fixed to the outer rafter.
Where a duo roof is to be covered overlap the membrane by 150mm from one elevation to the other. For mono
roof ridges the product should be extended over the ridge by 100mm. The membrane should also be extended to
protect to the ends of roof timbers.
Strotex Breather Membrane should be supported by RHINOVENT EAVES GUARD at the eaves and draped a
minimum of 150mm onto the guard. The eaves guard should be extended beyond the outer facia board so that
moisture may drain into the gutter.
RHINOVENT EAVES GUARD is obtainable from Principal Building Products.
Before commencing work at height a risk assessment should be in place and method statement prepared. Edge
protection, netting, scaffolding and hoisting equipment are necessary to ensure the safe installation of roofing membranes

Standards And Installation Standards
•

The British standard for the installation of underlays in roofs is the British Standard for the control of Condensation in Buildings;
BS 5250:2002 This is referenced in relevant sections of the Building Regulations in England and Wales, (Approved Document c).
Scotland (standard 3.15) and Northern Ireland (Technical Booklet c). An amended version of BS 5250:2002 was issued in
December 2005 and these should now be followed.

UV Resistance
•

Although Strotex has a high UV resistance it is specifically recommended to cover the membrane as soon as possible with
permanent roof tiles.

Warm Roof Applications
•

BS 5250:2002 states there must be an adequate flow of air through the batten space when a breather membrane is used in a warm
roof application. With most roof tiles and slates these provide enough ventilation but if an airtight tile or slate is used batten space
ventilators should be installed. Counter battens will not normally be needed when the membrane is laid unsupported with drapes but
counter battens will be required when the membrane is fully supported on insulation.

Cold Roof Applications
•

In order to work effectively it is important that breather membranes are laid so that the space between the membrane and roof
covering allows for adequate ventilation. Tiling battens should therefore be at least 25mm thick to ensure an adequate airspace
between the membrane and final roof covering to allow water vapour to disperse. Counter battens are not normally required in a non
ventilated cold roof as there should be adequate airflow between roof tiles or slates. However if an unusually airtight final roof covering
is used then batten space ventilators and counter battens should be used. Ref: BS 5250:2002

•

The final roof covering manufacturer’s advice should be sought on their products air openness when installed. In non ventilated cold
roofs consideration must be given to providing a vapour control layer and vapour check plasterboards to maintain a convection tight
ceiling. All penetrations will require sealing including any loft hatches. The building below the roof void should be ventilated in
accordance with national building regulations and standards. Extractor fans should be used in rooms with above average humidity and
all water tanks should be covered and pipes lagged in the roof void. Advice should always be sought from Local Authority Building
Control on the design and installation of ventilation systems with particular regard to cold roofs.

Technical Data
Characteristic

Strotex Extra Membrane

Thickness (mm)

0.42

Mass per unit area* (g·mˉ2)

115

Roll Length* (m)

50

Roll Width* (m)

1.0, 1.5

Colour
Upper
Lower

Beige or brown
White

Tensile strength* (N per 50 mm)
Longitudinal
Transverse

290 (±40)
170 (±30)

Elongation *(%)
Longitudinal
Transverse

80 (±20)
100 (±25)

Tear resistance* (N)
Longitudinal
Transverse

110 (±20)
110 (±20)

Watertightness*
Unaged
Aged

W1
W1

Equivalent air layer thickness *
(Sd ) (m)

0.02 (+0.03, -0.008)

Wind Loading
Project design wind speeds for the roof in which the products are installed should be
determined and wind uplift forces calculated in accordance with BS EN 1991-1-4:2005
and its UK National Annex.
Unsupported
The products are satisfactory for use in unsupported systems in the geographical Wind
Zones given in table 2, where a well-sealed ceiling as defined in clause 3.7 of BS 9250:
2007 is present and the roof has a right height of ≤15m, a pitch between 12.5 and 75˚
, and a site altitude of ≤100m , and where topography is not significant. For all other
cases, the required uplift resistance should be determined using BS 5534:2014 and the
Certificate holder’s declared wind uplift resistances in Table 4.
Table 3 Zones of applicability of Strotex Breathable Membranes according to BS
5534: 2014, clause A.8 with battened laps.

Product

≤345 mm batten gauge
with battened laps

≤250 mm batten gauge
with battened laps

Zone 1

Zones 1 to 5

Strotex Extra (E115)

Zones 1 to 3

Zones 1 to 5

Strotex Super (S125)

Zones 1 to 4

Zones 1 to 5

Strotex Supreme 170

Zones 1 to 4

Zones 1 to 5

Strotex Performance 220

Zones 1 to 5

Zones 1 to 5

Strotex Ultra (U95)

Table 4 Declared wind uplift resistance (Pa)
Product

≤345 mm batten gauge
with battened laps

≤250 mm batten gauge
with battened laps

994

1834

Strotex Extra (E115)

1167

2202

Strotex Super (S125)

1445

2812

Strotex Supreme 170

1437

3017

Strotex Performance 220

1789

≥3017

Strotex Ultra (U95)

(1) Mean of test results
(2) Underlays with wind uplift resistance at a 250mm batten gauge that satisfy the minimum design wind pressure of 820 Pa for
Zone 1 are deemed to satisfy the requirements for use at 100mm batten gauge in all Wind Zones.

Supported
The products, when fully supported, have adequate resistance to wind uplift forces. The products may
be used at a batten gauge in all Wind Zones when laid over nominally airtight timber sheathing, for
example OSB, plywood, chipboard and insulation for warm-roof design. They may be also be used in
applications where slates are nailed directly onto timber sarking.
Timber sarking such as square-edged butt jointed planks, is not considered to be airtight and the
underlay is treated as unsupported.
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